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DOUBLE FEATURE!
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keeping our pupils focused but tuckered), I present to you another
‘double feature’ to keep you in the know concerning all this
Meadowcroft! Trust me, this one’s beefy!

MRS CLAYTON’S RECKONING!
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This week, the pupils at the works have endeavoured to fulfil one goal above all
others… to petrify the immovable Mrs Clayton (and trust me, she’s one tough
cookie to crack). As difficult as it was, Unwittingly, Mrs Clayton was brazen
enough to believe she could reveal the specifics of her greatest fear without
repercussion. Not only that, she thought it fit to share this vulnerability with one
of the sharpest classes across Meadowcroft’s sites: Cedar. Within minutes, Bobby,
Matthew and Amy set about deviously capitalising on this nugget of phobic info
Mrs Clayton had foolishly let slip. But, what is Mrs Clayton’s greatest fear I’m sure
you’re asking? I’ll give you a clue (I’m nice like that). BE BE BE BOM BOM BA, BE BE
BE BOM BOM BA… (Okay, that probably didn’t work). In case my written
onomatopoeic rendition of the creature’s theme wasn’t good enough for you (y’all
are spoilt), Mrs Clayton’s greatest fear is the cult classic monster: ‘The Predator’.
The Works crew have mercilessly scattered dozens of printed pictures containing
the alien horror icon across their site in the least suspecting of spots. The payoff? Countless shrieks from our very own Mrs Clayton (finally Mrs, we got ya)!
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